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of the sources of Pulcher's first ban~l. We should, therefore, expect the intensity 
of each band to have a maximusri at about nz = I, or m = 3. As a matter of 

fact, the strongest lines are found at m = 4 for 161 F, 16% R, 163 P and 164 R, 
and at  nb - 5 for 169 Q. Thus the intensity distribution indicates a higher 
moment of inertia than thevalueobtainedfrom the termdif~ercrices. I suggest as 
x possible explanation of this anon~aly that in these conlhinations the rotational 
quantum jumps may be by more than one unit as from I to 3, 3 to 5, 5 to 7, 
and so on, or fro111 2 to 4, 4 to 6, 6 to 8, and so on. Thib mould increase the 
momerit of inertia computecl from the term differeuces by a factor of 2, and 
\vould bring the values nearer to what is reqnired for the observed intensity 
maximum. 

The continuation of this paper will deal with about 200 iurther lines of this 
spectrum, which I have been able to arrange in serleo p~oaririonally. 
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1 . I n t ~  oduct io i~.  

The conception, introduced by Hardy and Lang~nhir, that  a layer of orien- 
tated molecules forms the boundary of a liquid anti tletermines its surface- 
tension. suggest? some interesting questions for invehtigation regartling the 
optical lxoperties of liquid s~lrfaces. Should not the orientated inolecular 
layer (assuming i t  to be real) be doubly refractive ? How is the configuration 
of the inolecules at, the boundal-y of a clean liquid sllr-face influencecl by the 
thermal agitation, and how is this related to the surface-energy of the fluici 1 
Is the surface-layer capable of producing (by reason of tile thermal agitation 
or its optical anisotropy or other cause) the observed elliptic polarisatio~l of 



the light reflected hy liquid surfaces (clean or containinated as the case may 
be) a t  the Bre~~ster ian angle ? The present paper is the first of a series 
describirig the resillts of worli undertaken to find answers to the questions 
here raised. 

In  various papers published previously, thc internal scattering of light in 
transparent fluids has been discussed, and it has been shown that i t  is quan- 
titatively connected with the spontaneous fluctuatioris in density arising from 
the thermal agitation of the molecules within the fluid. This internal scatter- 
ing is a volunie-effect and is quite distinct fro111 another and very inlportant 
type of light-scattering which may be ~xpectecl, nanlely, that whicl~ occurs 
a t  the boundaries of reflecting and refracting media, and is a bzliface-efect, 
due to the agitation oi thc boundary. So far as we are aware, very little 
experilneiltal ~vork has been hitherto published on the subject of this hurlace- 
scattering by perfectly clean liquid surfaces." That a substarlce in the special 
circuinstances of the critical state when it l ~ a s  a vanis'r~ingly s~nal l  surface- 
energy may exhibit ail observable si~rface opalescence in addition to the 
familiar body opalescence, wa, suggestetl by Snloluchowslri? in liis paper of 
1908, on the thermodynamics of the critical state. Sotlling xeenls t o  have 
been done to io1lo1~- 1") this suggestion till 1913, irhen 1Iandelstamj: published 
some obse~~vi~lions on the special case of the light iileident ,311 the boundary 
between the t?vo layers of a mixture of carbon tli-sulphidc allti rnethpl alcohol 
near tlie critical solution temperature, at  rrhich the liquid develops a rnilky 
opalescence. 3landelstani noticed that in directions not greatly removed 
from that of regular reflection froin the ini erfacc there was also some scattered 
light, ancl conjectured from his soillemhat meagre and qualitative observations, 
that the effect was analogous to  that predicted by Srnolwho\vski for the critical 
state of a single liquid. Early in 1953, the present authors tool; up the general 
problem of the light-scattering fro111 optical boundaries and succeeded in 
ok~serving thebluish opale~cence of the clean burfaces of transparent andnnctallic 
liquids and discovered the special polarisatioll effects exhibited for large angles 

* Col~tamii~dted iurfacei .\i hril ~llnmiuatcd, usnall~v \how d copious scatteilng of white 
light nl~ich,  inticecl. is vlip they arc rislble to the c y .  Thls 1s a familiar ol~serration; 
see, for itlbtance, F. ,lentsch ( '  ;hln. clcr T'hys.,' vol. 39. p. 997 (1912) who relnarks that a 
surface of inetallic ynelcnry clr fuicd alloy tr easily scci~ in tllis way. As a111 appear later 
from our paper, this is far from being true wllari the :,urf,~ce has been rigorously cleanqed. 
The residual scattcxlng by a really clcan mercury smface indeed rrrjutres very special 
arrangements to be pcrcerved at all, and 1s of a beautiful bluish white colour. 

'1 ' Annalen cler Fh>sik,' xol. 35, 1'. 228 (1908). 
; ' S n i i a l c ~ ~  dm Ptiyslk,' 3 01. 41, 1). 609 (1913). 
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of scattering. A preliminary communication was published in ' Kature,' 
August 25, 1923. Since then, the subject has been extensively developed, no 
fewer than sixty liquids being studied, and quantitative observations made 
of the intensity and polarisation of the scattered light for the widest range 
of angles of incidence and observation and for different physical conditions 
of the fluid. The work has established a quantitative relationship between 
the surface-opalescence and the surface-tension of liquids. In Paper I of the 

series, the case of metallic liquids will be dealt with. In Paper 11. transparent 
fluids will be considered. In Paper 111, the effect of coiltan~ination on the 

surface-opalescence of water and the special phenomena of the critical state 
mill be described. In  Paper IV, the theory of the phenomena nil1 be 
discussed. B recent (purely mathematical) paper, by Gans," which appeared 
about a year after our preliminary announcement was published, may be 
mentioned in this connection.? 

2. P~epcwatio?~ of Clean Liprid Szufaces. 

If a pencil of sunlight be concentrated by a lens on the surface oi mercury 
in an open vessel, the focal spot usually s h o ~ ~ ~ s  a film of some liind or other, 
covering the ine'tallic surface, besides numerous dust particles floating upon i t  
and strongly illuminated by the incident light. It is possible, however. to  
obtain a clean mercury surface in vacuo which does not exhibit these con- 
taminations. Por this purpose, the mercury, if not pure to start mith, should 
first be chemically treated to remove dissolved impurities, then cleaned, washed 
and thoroughly dried. A suitable quantity of the mercury is then transferred 
into a distilling apparatus coilsisting of two fairly large bulbs, connected by a 
communicating tube which has itself been thoroughly cleaned, 117ashed and 
dried. The apparatus mith the mercury is then put under the pump, warmed, 
thoroughly exhausted and then sealed off. The mercury is transferred to one 
of the two bulbs which is then placed on a sand-bath, and slowly distilled over 
to the second bulb ; when sufficient mercury has distilled over i t  is then shaken 
back into the first bulb. Repeating this process half-a-dozen times, all the 
dust present in the apparatus may be concentrated in the first bulb, and mercury 
having a perfectly clean surface may be obtained in the second bulb. Sun- 
light is then concentrated by an achromatic lens upon the metallic surface, 
and such parts of the malls of the bulb are covered over outside by black paint 

* R. Gans, 'Aim. der Physik,' 1.01. 74, p. 231 (1921). 
f Boy some observations on the surface-scattering by clean solicl surfaces, see 

L. A. Raindas, ' Proc. Ind. Assn. Sc.,' vol. IX, Part 11, p. 129 (1925). 



as is necessary to secure a darlr backgrouncl for observation. The focal spot 
is then distinctly visible ancl exhibits a characteristic bluish-white opalescence. 
Examiried uncler a microscope, this is seen to be perfectly structureless, uniiorm 
and cont~nuous. The appearance under the microscope and the perfect repro- 
ducibility of the phenomenon are conr-incing evidence that we are here dealing 
with an effect which is truly characteristic of the inetallic liquid surface. The 
method of repeated distillation described above is also used in the case of 
transparent liquicls to obtain them clust-free and with a clean surface. 

The phenomena of surface-scattering observed with metallic and trans- 
parent liquicls differ notably in several respects. One obvious point is that the 
surface-eBect which is observed a t  the boundary is always accompanied by the 
volume scattering in the interior in the case of transparent liquids, while in the 
case of n~etallic liquids, the penetration of the light into the fluid is so small 
that the volume effect does not exist, or at  any rate is inclistinguishable from 
the surface-effect. This difference is clearly indicated by the photographs 
reprodireeci in Plate 24, of which figs. 1 to 5 wcre obtained svith dust-Eree 

hexane in an enclosed bulb, and fig. 6 with a clean mercury surface 
i l l  vacua. 

3, Xu) face-Scatteriny by Clean Mercury. 

Xorn~til incidence of unpolarised 1ighf.--In this case the focal spot exhibits 
no striking variation of intrinsic brightness as the clirectioil of observation is 
gradualjp altered from the vertical to a line inclined at, say, 15" to the hori- 
zontal. In directions more nearly grazing the surface, the apparent brightness 
seems to fall off, but whether this is a real effect or only due to the excessive 
foreshoitening of the patch of light is an open question. Seen nearly vertically, 
the spot exhibits no polarisation, but as the line of observatioii is inore and 
more inclined towards the horizontal, the two inzages of the spot seen through 
a donble image prism suitably held becorne of unequal brightness, until finally 
one of then1 is of very small intensity in comparison with the other. The 
lighh pcatteretl in a direction grazing the liquid h~l~face is almost completely 
polarisecl, the principal component of the electric vector being then yeveil.- 
dicular t o  the surface. The notable feature is thus that the light scattered 
through 90" has its electric veotor perpendicular .to the wave-front of the 
incident light, insteacl of being paraIlel to i t  as in the Rayleigh scattering by 
small ~~articles. 

(b)  i2Tornzul incidence of pola?.ised light.-In this case, the intensity as weli 
as the state of polarisation varies greatly with the azimuth oE observation, 
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particularly when the focal spot is viewed in directions more or less nearly 
horizontal. Here again, contrary to the ordinary experience in the Rayleigh 
scattering by small particles, we find that the scattered Light is of greatest 
intensity in the azimuth containing the electric vector of the incident waves 
and of minimum intensity perpendicular to it. I n  the latter case. it practically 
vanishes when viewed nearly parallel to the liquid surface. In  the azimuth 
of greatest intensity the electric vectors lie in the plane containing tile incident 
and scattered rays, while in the azimuth of minimum intensity they are ]-~er- 
pendicular to it and are therefore horizontal. To rnalie this clear ant1 also to 
indicate the intensity and polarisation of the scattered rays in other azimuths, 
diagram 1 is drawn. Here the thick short double-heacted arrom represent 
the electric vibrations in the scattered rays for the directions of observation 
corresponding to different points on the hemisphere. 

D I ~ G R A ~ I  1.-Sormal Incidence of Polarised Light. 

The length of the arrow is in each case a rough iudication of the relative 
illtensity of scattering in the correspoilding direction. The twistiilg round of 
the electric vector in any given azimuth from a nearly vertical to a horizontal 
position as the angle of observation is increased from 0" to 90' is a characteristic 
and interesting phenomenon.* 

( c )  Nearly  Grazing Incidence of U.n~~olurisecl Light.-A very surprising effect 
observed in this case is that the light scattered forward (that is, in directions 

* Thus, here again we have a reversal of the usual rule determilling the polarisation 111 

the scattering by small particles. 
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adjacent to the reflected rays) is actually much smaller in intensity than that 
scattereti backn-ards (that is in azimuths adjacent to the incident rays). The 
vertically-scattered light is strongly but not coxnpletely polarised, with the 
electric vector of the stronger component in the plane of incidence. -4s me 
move down from the vertical to the horizontal direction in all azimuths from 
0' (the plane 01 incidence) up to, say, 150" (30" away from the plane of 
incidence on the side of the reflected rays), the polarisation generally improves 
and tLe electric vector turns or twists round, so as ultimately to become 
perpendicular to the liquid surface. In the azimuth 0" the electric vector 
merely t u ~ n s  round froin the horizontal to the vertical position, remaining 
.throughout in the same plane. In other azimuths, 30°, 60°, 90°, and so on, 
there is also a rotation of its plane, ~vhich is one right angle, 
and a lis-tle less than two right angles for azimuth 150°. The nicol held in 
the hand of the observer has, in fact, to be rotated about its axis through 
almost t~vo  right angles to beep the spot qnenchecl in this azimuth in passing 
from the rertica! to the horizontal direction of observation. As tve approach 
azimuth 180' (the one containing the regularly-reflected rays) this effect, 
however, becomes less distinct, owing to the scattered light becoming less and 
less periectly polarisecl as the direction of regular reflection is approached ; 
finally, in azimuth 180' the principal component of the electric vector lies 
always in the plane of incidence. 

( d )  Sercrly G~azing Incidence of Polurised Light.-The remarkable effects 
tiescribed in the prececiing paragraph become intelligible if we study the case 
in which the incident light is itself plane-polarised. It is noticed a t  once 
that both the intensity of the scattered light and its distribution in different 
directions depend very greatly on the primitive plane of polarisation. To 
casual observation, in fact, it seems as if the scattered light is practically 
quenched ill all directions -\vhen this plane coincides with the plane of incidence ; 
that is, when the electric vector is parallcl to the liquid surface. A clorer 
examination shows that this is not actually the case, and that when the light 
vector in thpv priinary waves is horizontal, there is a small but quite definite 
scattering in the forward direction and very little baclrward, whereas when the 
light vector is in the plane of incidence-that is, nearly vertical-there is a 
weak scattering forward and a much rnore intense scattering backward. 
When the relative intensities of these two types of scattering and their states 
of polarisation .in different azimuths are considered, their superposition is 
easily seen to lead to the effects described under (c) above, for the case of the 
unpolarised incident light. 
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Diagram (2) illustrates the relative intensity arid polarisation of the 
scathering in different directions when the primary waves have their electric 
vector in t l ~ e  plane of incidence. The intensity diminishes steadily as we pass 
round from azimuth 0" to azimuth 180". It is seen from the diagram (2) that 

I)IAGRA&I 2.-Grazing incicleilce of plane polarised light. 

[The incidence is in the plane of the paper. The azimuths of observations are referred 
to  in the same way as marked in Diagram 1.1 

the electric vector in the light scattered along the surface also turns 
round from the vertical to the horizontal position, first slowly and then 
more quickly. In  the azimuth 180' it ,  however, again returns to the vertical 
position. 

When we have the electric vector in the primary waves horizontal, we have 
results very different from those shown in diagram (2). The whole effect is 
very small and sensible only in azimuths between lSOO and 120'. I n  the plane 
of incidence-that is, in azimuth 180"-the scattered waves have their electric 
vectors horizontal, and, as we move from azimuth 180' to 150°, the vector 
twists round and becomes vertical. Theoretically, in azimuth 0°, i t  should 
have become horizontal, though practically i t  is not possible to trace the 
scattered light in this case beyond azimuth 120'. Combining the effects 
noticed and described above, the results obtained for incidence of unpolarised 
light-that is, the partially polarised or unpolarised scattering in azim~lth 
180"-and the twisting round of the electric vector through nearly two right 
angles in azimuth 150' are both readily understood. 

(e) Incidence at 45' of Unpola~ised Light.-Prom a knowledge of the results 
for the cases of normal and grazing incidence, i t  is possible, a t  least in part, 
to  foresee what we should expect for moderately oblique incidence of unpolarised 
light. The following are the principal features actually noticed in this case. 
For observation normal to the surface the foca41 spot appear-, :listinctlp brighter 
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than for oblique observation, and is partially polarised, the stronger component 
of the electric vector being in the plane of incidence. Por observation parallel 
to the surface the scattered light does not exhibit any striking variation of 
intensity with azimuth ; in all azimuths it is strongly polarised with the 
electric vector vertical. In azimuths between 0" and, say, 145", the degree 
of polarisation improves as we pass from the vertical to the horizontal direction 
of observation, while in azimuths from 145" to 180" this is not the case. In  
azimuth 180°, the polarisation actually becomes weaker and disappears in the 
vicinity of the reguIarly reflected rays, and then reappears, becoming strong 
again parallel to the liquid surface. The twisting round of the principal 
component of the electric vector from the horizontal to the vertical in other 
azimuths, which was remarked upon in para. (c), is also noticed in the present 
case, but is a less striking phenomenon here owing to the imperfection of the 
polarisation. 

(f) Incidence at 45' of Plane Polari.secl Light.-The changes in intensity and 
polarisation of the scattered light observed in this case when the plane of 
primitive polarisation is rotated are very remarkable and interesting. We 
have to consider three cases : (1) when the incident light vector lies in the 
plane of incidence ; ( 2 )  when i t  is perpendicular to it and therefore horizontal, 
and (3) intermediate positions. 

Case 1.-Referring to diagrams 1 and 2,we notice that as we pass from normal 
to grazing incidence, the azimuth of minimum intensity shifts from 90" to 
180". We may expect, therefore, that for moderately oblique incidence an 
azimuth of minimum intensity would be found in an intermediate direction, 
and this is actually the case. The scattered light is most intense backwards, 
that is, in azimuth 0°, slowly diminishes in brightness and nearly disappears in 
azimuth 135", and then increases again quickly to a second but feebler maximum 
in azimuth 180'. (Prom considerations of symmetry i t  is easily seen that 225" 
would also be a second azimuth of minimum intensity.) As in the case of 
normai and very oblique incidence, the azimuths of minimum intensity are 
planes in which the electric vector is horizontal, and as we move away from 
this plane on either side, the electric vector twists round from the horizontal 
to the perpendicular position, quiclrly if the observation is along the liquid 
surface and more slowly in directions inclined to it. I n  azimuths 0" and 180°, 
the electric vector is everywhere in the plane of incidence. 

Case 2.-In this case, again, the intensity varies greatly with the azimuth 
of observation, the effects, however, being approximately the reverse of those 
noticed in Case 1. There is practically no scattering backwards, that is, in 
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azimuth 0" ant1 in nearly horizontal directions. As we pass from azimuth O0 
to azimuth 180' there is first a steady increase in intensity which reaches a 
maximum somewhere aboui 135", and then a distinct fall as we approach 
azimutll 180". The scattering in azimuth 180" is, however, quite appreciable 
in magnitude. In  the plane of incidence, that is, in azimuths 0' and 180°, 
the electric .vector is everywhere perpendicular to it, and is therefore horizontal. 
As me move parallel to the liquid surface from azimuth 03 to 180°, the electric 
vector which is horizontal in azimuth 0°, twists up and becomes nearly vertical 
in the range from 48" to 135'. It then twists further again into the horizontal 
position as nre pass from azimuth 135" to  180' ; this time i~luch more 
quickly. 

Case 3.-JlThen the electric vector in the infalling waves is neither parallel 
nor perpendicular to t'he plane of incidence but is inclined to it, say, a t  45*, 
the curious feature noticed is that the scattering is not synlmetrical with respect 
to the plane of incidence, but is much more intense on one side of i t  than on the 
other. There may be little or no scattering to be observed in aziinuths from 
4.5' to  13S0, ancl quite strong scattering in azimuths from 22.5' to 315O, or 
vice versa ; and when the polarising nicol is rotated about its axis, the aziinuths 
of minimuin intensity swing round in a remarkable way. Further details of 
these effects may be reserved for later consideration. 

4. zWeasurerfient of the Intei2sity of the Light Scattered by ,?fe~cumj Xwfccce. 

The intensity of light scattered by the mercury surface when a beam of 
sunlight is focused on i t  is an exceedingly small fraction of the intensity of the 
incident beam. To enable the ratio to be determined, one or more intermediate 
standards hare to be used for purposes of comparison. A smooth white surface 
of plaster of Paris scatters practically the whole of the light falling on it. As 
an intermediate standard, i t  was found convenient to use a small quantity of 
bla.clc varnish which, when ponrecl on a piece of black paper, presents a surface 
of very small scattering power. The brightness of the illuminated iilercury 
surface mas compared with that of the black varnish and the latter with the 
plaster of Peris. The photometric comparisons x7ere made visually, a suitable 
colour filter being held in front of the eye to neutralise the differences in tint 
of the surfaces observed. 

The experimental method used map be indicated as follotvs. Two discs of 
plaster of Paris were set side by side, and two pencils of sunlight were focused 
upon them by means of suitable mirrors and lenses. The apertures of the 
lenses used could be varied in such a way that the focal spots on the discs 
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appeared of equal brightnesq. One of the discs n-as then replacecl by a fresh 

surface of the blac~r varnish, and by altering t h ~  apertl~res of the lenses and by 
interposing a rotating sector in the path of the pencil focused upon the o t h e ~  
disc, the surfaces of the varnish and t h ~  plaster of Paris wer.: equalised in 
brightness. The apartures used detennined the ratio of the scatteling pox-ers 
The mercury surface and the Ir,lack varniih were then compared in tlie same 
way. d clean mercury surface illuminated liornlallp with unpolarisetl light 
in the green part of the solar spectrunl and viewed a t  45' is found to  have oilly 

5.7 x lo-' times the  brightness of a plaster of Paris surface viewed under the 
same conclitions. The colour of the opalescent spot is bluish. but not perhaps 
r;uch an intense blue as the internal scattering in liquids. 

8ummrci.y. 

(a )  Perfectly clean liquid surfaces when illulninated strongly are found to 

scatter light appreciably in all directions, the effect being attributable to the 
irregularities of the surface resulting from thermal agitation as controlled by 
the surface tension of the fluid. Photographs of the phenomenon aIe 

published. 
(6) The bluish-nhite opalescence shown by an  illuminated n~ctallic mercury 

surface has been very fully studied and measurenients made of its intensity. 

Some very remarkable effects have been observed in ~espec t  of the polarisation 
and distribution of intensity of the ~cat tered light in iiifferent directions, an(! 

these are described in detail. 
(c) At the suggestion of the senior author, some observations were made a t  

tho Nornlan Bridge Laboratory of Physics (Pasadefia), by Mr. B. C. Burt, nith 
clean surfaces of nloltei~ sodium obtained z i a  vnc?ro by electrolpis through glass, 

and these exhibited phenomena sin~ilar to those desc~ibed by mercury, but 

somen hat more conspicuously. 
(d)  The case of transparent liquids has also been studied and will be treated 

in  ehe succeeding instalirlent of the paper. 

DESC'KIPTIOS OI? PLATE 24. 

FIG. 1,-T21e bright patch a t  t'he ceiitvc of the fc,eblc cross is the opalescent s11c:t at the 
surface of the liquid (dust-frce hexane) viewed from below in an azimuth ~:ev,oendi- 
cular to the plane of incidence in a direction rrlaking 30" xvith the suvfacc. The 
loxver arms of the cross are due to the tracks of the inciderit and reflcctecl beams, 
while the upper arms are their inlages seen by reflection at  the surface. The light is 

incident a t  the critical angle. 
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FIG. 2.-The opalescent spot a t  the surface i3 seen here as a bright cap a t  the top of the 
nornlally incident beam. The photograph is talcen fro111 above and the ineidcnce also 
is from above. 

PIG. 3.-The conditions are -the same as in fig. 2. but the pliotopraph iq taken from 
bclow. The opalcrcent spot is seen a t  the centre of the vertical track, the upper half 
of which is the reflection of the lower half a t  the liquid surface. 

FIG. 4.--11: this figure the elliptical, intense patch is the surface scattering vieved nearly 
in the direction of the totally-reflected bean1 Y, henlight is incident a t  the critical angle. 
The more irrtcnue of the two tracks is that of the reflected beam. 

Fro. 3.--Tc: sinxitar to fig, 2, but the incidence is frolrl below. 
FIG. 6.-Sl10~7s the scattering by the pure mercury surface as observed through a 

double-image prism. The brighter of the two elliptic patches has the electric vector 
vertical. The light is ineldent nor~rally and the direction of obscrvaiion i- nearly 
parallel to the surfac-. 
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I n  Bohr's schen~e of electronic orlrjits for the atonis of the elements, che stable 
atonis of gold, silver and. copper are supposecl to  hnve an  outermost systeln 
con\isting O F  one electron. This electron is represented as describing an  ellip- 
tipal orbit, in the case of gold of the  6, type. in the case of iilver of the 5, type, 

and in  the case of copper of the k, type. Polloainp the analogy afforded by 
the series spectra of the  alkali elenlents, this nould nleari that the arc spectra 

of gold, silver and copper should consist, in  part a t  least, oi doublet systems. 
Such doublet series have been partially ideniificd in  the case of silver onct cop- 
per and the results are recnrtied by Fowler* and by Paschcn and G6tze.-i- These 
writers, honever, do not record any series for the arc spectr~lm of gold. 

Hicks, in  his 1%-orli on ' The ne4nalysis of Spectra,' has grouped nlauy of the  
wave-izngths in  the a i r  spectrum ot gold into a omnher of doublet series, but it 
vrould appear frorri a coniideration of experirilental data recer~tly obtained thab 
some of his conclusio~is will require to be inodifiecl.. The lcey to tunther progress 
in the disentanglement of the series arc: spectrum of gold appears to  he given 

* Fowler, . Serics Spectra.' 
i Paschen and Gutze, ' Seriengesetze der Linienspektren.' 
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